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Albany Attraction Articles

By Arli Vanderleer and Katey McCready

- Holiday activities
- Places to go
- Things to see
Albany Museum

Author: Katey McCready

The Albany museum includes lots of fantastic and fun activities. There is a new bush tucker garden for people to have a look around and enjoy the views. The museum shares stories and adventures of the Indigenous Noongar people. It is an educational place to learn, lots of historical and interesting facts. The museum has a replica of the ship the “Amity”- so you can hop on it and take a look around.

Right next to the museum is a very old jail that you can explore. The Albany museum provides information such as the First Farm, Sydney to Sound and much more. Be sure to visit the fantastic museum. You will definitely enjoy it.”

The opening and closing hours are:

- Monday: 10.00am – 4.30pm
- Tuesday: 10.00am – 4.30pm
- Wednesday: 10.00am – 4.30pm
- Thursday: 10.00am – 4.30pm
- Friday: 10.00am – 4.30pm
- Saturday: 10.00am – 4.30pm
- Sunday: 10.00am – 4.30pm
- ANZAC DAY: 1.00pm – 4.30pm
- Christmas Day: Closed
- Boxing Day: Closed
- New Year's Day: Closed
- Good Friday: Closed

http://museum.wa.gov.au
Fun Dinosaur Facts!

The word dinosaur comes from the Greek word ‘terrible lizard’.

- Dinosaurs ruled the earth for over 160 million years, from the Triassic period around 230 million years ago.

- The first dinosaur to be formally named was the Megalosaurus, back in 1824.

- A person who studies dinosaurs is known as a palaeontologist.

- Birds descended from a type of dinosaur known as Theropods.

- The longest dinosaur name is the micropachycephalosaurus.

- The giant plant eating Sauropods [Dreadnoughtus] were the biggest and heaviest dinosaurs to walk the earth.

- Spinosaurus was the biggest meat eater, it lived in the cretaceous period.

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/dinosaurs.html

By Arli Vanderleer.
Discovery Bay

Discovery Bay, near Albany, is a truly unique attraction. It is home to Albany’s Historic Whaling Station - Australia’s last whaling station, a stunning Botanic Garden of Western Australian plants and a display offering visitors a close up experience with friendly Australian Wildlife.

You can choose to explore either our whaling history, or the gardens and wildlife, or the entire site to make a real day of it! Pack a picnic or BBQ lunch and spend a day discovering lots you didn’t know about the Great Southern region.

Situated at the top of the Flinders Peninsula, the heritage-listed “Whale World” site has undergone dramatic change since 2004. Now maximising its location, Discovery Bay is a showcase of amazing regional bio-diversity, yet still remains true to the original whaling display. Historic Whaling Station guided tours are included with admission, while informative displays are provided to enjoy the gardens and wildlife at your own pace.

Enjoy the 30 minute scenic drive along Frenchman Bay Road to reach Discovery Bay. They are open from 9am, 7 days a week (closed 25th December only). Our Historic Whaling Station closes at 5pm, with last tour at 3pm and last entry at 4.15pm daily.

The Australian Wildlife & Botanic Garden closes at 4pm daily. On your way back to Albany don’t forget to visit the nearby natural attractions such as Stoney Hill, The Blowholes, The Gap & Natural Bridge and the Albany Windfarm.

Prices are as follows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAMILY</th>
<th>AUSTRALIAN WILDLIFE &amp; BOTANIC GARDENS</th>
<th>WHALING STATION</th>
<th>DISCOVERY PACKAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$39</td>
<td>$64</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADULTS</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$29</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDREN 6-15</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>$18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By Arlie Vanderleer.

The Natural Bridge
Author: Katey McCready

The Natural Bridge is a bridge made out of rocks. It was originally a wall of rocks until the granite rock started to wear away, leaving a Natural Bridge. It is very dangerous to walk across it because there is water below the bridge that can spray up and sweep you into the ocean. You could lose your balance and fall off. But the fantastic view makes everyone want to keep visiting.

Across from the Natural Bridge is The Gap. The Gap is an eye-catching granite channel carved by the waves of ocean crashing against the rock. It is a spectacular drop of almost twenty-five metres. Sometimes the gap spray can get into the car park- so be careful! Recently, The Gap and Natural Bridge have been improved. The Gap lookout has been extended so if you look down the ocean would be right under you and if the swell is big the water might just spray you!

The Natural Bridge and the gap can be found off Frenchman Bay Road, in Torndirrup National Park, Albany.

www.rainbowcoast.com.au
http://www.westaustalianvista.com
The National Anzac Centre is a Centenary of Anzac project of the state and federal governments of Australia. It is one of the principal investments by these parties in the centenary commemorations of Australia’s engagement in the First World War.

The National Anzac Centre opened on 1 November 2014 to coincide with the 100th Anniversary of the first Australian and New Zealand convoy’s departure from Albany to enter war in the middle-east and across the western front.

Opening Hours

The National Anzac Centre is open every day of the year except Christmas Day.

Opening hours are from 9am to 5pm. Last entry is 4pm.

Admission Fees

- Adults $24
- Concessions $20
- Child (5-15) $10 (first child), $5 (each additional child)
- Children (4 and under) Free

Location

The National Anzac Centre is located within the Princess Royal Fortress precinct of Albany Heritage Park. The street entrance to Albany Heritage Park is signposted on Marine Drive, approximately mid-way between the city of Albany and Middleton Beach.
EVERY SATURDAY a car park in the heart of Albany Western Australia is miraculously transformed into a busy thriving market place - local producers bring their fresh, seasonal product and sell direct to locals and tourists.

An established top spot to shop for the day- to- day and for the unexpected and unusual! The quality and range of product EVERY week is enormous - not only every imaginable type of fruit, vegetable and salad vegetable, but also Organic Beef and Lamb, Free Range Pork, Bacon, Ham, Free Range Chicken, Honey, Breads, Cow & Goat Yoghurt, Soft Cow & Goat Cheese, Sheep Yoghurt and cheese, Mussels, Milk, Cream, Ice-creams, Extra Virgin Olive Oils, Eggs, Nuts, Jams, Preserves, Plants and Fresh Flowers together with a complementary selection of organically grown vegetables and fruit... and much, much more.

At the Albany Farmers Market it is the farmers themselves who sell their produce. They delight in passing on produce together with helpful tips and recipes. Many locals now rely on the markets for their major weekly shop because of the comprehensive range and sustained quality of produce, enjoying the wonderful interaction with the producers, whilst at the same time enjoying the community spirit and the delight of catching up with old friends!

Visitors enjoy an opportunity to see, sample and buy produce that is truly local.
Interviews and Profiles

Interviews of Little Grove Staff Questions and answers!

By Mya Oreo, Abby Johnston and Lily Parker-Halstead
Little Grove Interviews/Profiles

Belle Grant
(School Chaplin)

Belle loves working with people

She used to work at Teen Challenge, communities supervisor and ANZ bank.

In Belle’s spare time she likes to sing and spend time with family.

She has been working as a Chaplin for 3 years.

Belle has a dog named Stevey.

She has been to Disney America, Thailand, England, Scotland, France Paris and Bali. She liked getting massages in Bali.

Belle’s most embarrassing thing is when she forgets where people are from.

Her favourite memory is when her dad got her a puppy for her 4th birthday.

Belle’s favourite food is Roast Chicken.

Her favourite book is Chronicle of Brothers.

Belle’s favourite song is Amazing Grace.

Her favourite artist is Celine Dion.

Belle’s favourite animal is a tiger.

Her favourite sport team is AFL West Coast Eagles.

By Abby Johnston
Little Grove Interviews/Profiles

Lorraine Gower

(Education Assistant)

Mrs Gower likes working with children.

Mrs Gower used to work at St Josephs and Flinders Park.

In Mrs Gower’s spare time she likes to go out for tea and have a glass of wine or play with her grandchildren.

Mrs Gower favourite colour is red.

Mrs Gower has been working as an education assistant for 9 years.

Mrs Gower has a British Blue cat named Vada and she also has chooks.

Mrs Gower has been to Bali and Adelaide, she thought Bali was hot and smelly, she doesn’t like it, she says she wouldn’t go back.

Mrs Gower’s funny moment was when she threw up on her new shoes once.

Mrs Gower’s favourite childhood memory was when she got her first pony at the age of 5 in England.

Mrs Gower’s favourite food is Chinese food, she loves to eat it.

Mrs Gower likes to read the Woman’s Weekly Magazine.

Mrs Gower’s favourite song is “Waterloo” sung by ABBA.

Mrs Gower’s favourite artist is Darcy Dole.

Mrs Gower’s favourite animals are horses and dogs.

Mrs Gower’s favourite sport is netball.

Mrs Gower likes to watch the Australian Football League, West Coast Eagles and Perth Wildcats.

By Abby Johnston
Little Grove Interviews/Profiles
Mrs Rockwood Turner
(R.T)
(relief teacher/sport teacher)

Mrs R.T came to the school because she feels like she has a special connection with children and wants to make a difference.

Before she came here she worked at a school in South Africa called Lyndhurst Primary School.

In her spare time she plays hockey for the Tigers which is an A grade women’s team. She also watches her husband play football.

Her favourite colour is blue and she loves to sing.

Her favourite foods are ice-cream and pizza, her favourite song is “A Thousand Years” by Christina Perri and her favourite singer is Jessie J.

Her favourite animal is a dolphin, her favourite sport is hockey and her favourite team in hockey is the Spring Bucks in South Africa.

Mrs R.T has been to Mauritius, Phuket, Malaysia, New Zealand, New York, Kauai (which is located in Hawaii) and Mexico.

By Lily Parker-Halstead
Little Grove Interviews/Profile

Mr Scott
(Deputy Principal)

Mr Scott wanted to be a teacher because he likes children and communicating with people.

He has worked as a gardener, in a record shop, selling houses and he installed sprinklers for a job.

Mr Scott enjoys going to the beach, reading books and riding his motor bike in his spare time.

His favourite colour is blue.

Mr Scott has been a teacher for 35 years.

He had a dog but it passed away.

Mr Scott has travelled to Europe, England, New Zealand and Asia. He liked all of the different foods and lifestyles, also driving on the other side of the road.

He was really embarrassed when he said to the person behind the counter “Have you read that book, I think that it is bad?” The person behind the counter said “Yes, I am the author.”

Mr Scott had the best childhood memory; it was when he was the school swimming team captain.

His favourite food to eat is Mexican.

Mr Scott likes any book that is written by Ian McEwen.

He likes the song “Waterloo Sunset” by The Kings.

Mr Scott’s favourite artist is Paul Kelly.

His favourite animal is a kangaroo.

Mr Scott’s favourite sport is AFL.

He goes for Subiaco Football Club and North Albany.

By Mya Oreo.
Comics

- Fred the Flea.
- Grarry the groovy Grover.
- Mr Freeze.
- The run away pants.
- The run away cake.
- And More

by Toby, Oliver and Ben.
GARRY THE GROOVY

GROVER

FRED

Today's Banned Behavior is being responsible.

Oh, a Wednesday Lunchtime underneath the library remedial.

What are you doing?

BLAM

AND that kid is why you don’t lay under the remedial.

A

The sick bay

The End
Fred the Flea learns a lesson

So the journey begins...

Doogie

Fred

And it ends...

THE END

by Toby R.
Runaway Cake

One day at a cake shop a cake was about to get chosen from a rack no one had come back from.

BRRRRR!!!

After Jim's dad Joe had sped 140 km/h faster than he was supposed to be parked at the cake shop.

Hello what can I get for you today? (Cake)

Oh no there I don't have chosen.

They say no cake remains from the human ritual the Birthday.

I will have that one please.

Oh no back in the car how to drive back home.

Now what's gonna happen?

Eeeek!
THE RUNAWAY PANTS

Yawn!

Smash!

The End

By Toby Ryan
Activities & Games

Contents:
- Word Search
- Maze
- Word Puzzle
- Sudoku
- Spot the Difference

By Elijah, Jack and Harry
Find as many words as you can but you have to use the middle letter. There is also a nine letter word in these puzzles.
Spot The Difference

6 Differences
Reviews

- Book reviews.
- Movie reviews.
- Game reviews.
Big hero 6 is a movie about a boy called Hiro whose brother called Tadashi died. Before he died he made a cool robot called Baymax who can be a robot doctor!

Baymax is helping Hiro to find out who killed Tadashi. They later find that the person who killed him has replicated Microbots (an invention that Hiro made) which he then uses to try to kill Hiro and his friends.

They decide that the only way to stop the evil guy is to make super suits that can do super things! They think that the evil person is Kraig, a famous scientist. It is really Dr Callaghan, another famous scientist who is angry at Kraig for sending his daughter into an alternate dimension. Hiro rescues her but Baymax sacrifices himself to save her.

But …it’s okay, because Hiro makes a new Baymax. and then there’s the song…

“CAUSE WE COULD BE IMORTALS I-IIIMORTALS JUST NOT FOR LONG FOR LONG…”

Sorry, I’ll stop now 😊

By Mena
“Gangsta Granny” is a book by David Walliams. (One of his literation titles.) In it, a boy called Ben thinks his granny is boring, but she has a “secret”, she is an international jewel thief!!!!!!! All those “jewels” in the biscuit tin, Ben thought Granny must be rich!!!!! But why does she live in this bungalow????????

Granny asked Ben to go get the biscuit tin from the shelf. It felt heavier than last week. She told the stories of the order she stole them in, where she stole them from and the story of after the theft. Ben thought of a plan to steal the crown jewels. At first, Granny said N-O spells NO!!!!!!! But Ben convinced her.

So one night they went to the tower of London. In the Jewel house, they met the Queen. She told them she went there to think sometimes, this time to think about her Christmas Speech. So Ben and Granny did NOT steal the crown jewels.

At the break of dawn, MILLIONS of police officers turned up at granny’s place. HALF THE POLICE IN THE COUNTRY were called out to arrest Granny and Ben. But they were not arrested, they were set free 😊

Mr Parker, Granny’s nosey neighbour, thought they stole the crown jewels, when they did not.

After that, Granny explained that she had cancer. 😘 Will she survive???????? You will have to read the book to find out!

By Molly Dennison
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets is another Harry Potter book/movie. Harry’s Uncle Vernon, Aunt Petunia and Dudley, were still not very nice to him, but at least he now has a bedroom. He was called downstairs to revise the plan for Uncle Vernon’s career. Harry would be up in his room pretending he didn’t exist.

It turned out to be a catastrophe!!!!!!! Dobby, a house elf, made a nightmare for the family! So the next day, Uncle Vernon put bars on his window.

That night, a FLYING car came with Ron, George and Fred and Wesley to rescue Harry from the Dursleys and take him to school, at Hogwarts.

In the morning they arrived at the Wesley’s house, and their mother was furious!!!

When they got to the train station they could not go through the wall to the Hogwarts Express station (9 and 3 quarters.) So they can’t go to Hogwarts. Will they get to school??? Find out by reading the book…
Mr Stink is a homeless man whom was once the Lord of Darlington. A girl called Chloe met Mr Stink at the park after school, and after the school bully threw a banana peel at him through the open tram window and hit him on the back of the head.

Chloe’s mother wanted all homeless people off the streets as part of her political speech. She was running for parliament of the U.K.

Mr Stink lived in Chloe’s shed for a while, then in their house, then on the streets again, sadly. I would recommend it for ages 4+ There is also a movie which I would recommend for ages 6+

Author Molly Dennison
Minecraft Review

The game, “Minecraft” was created by Markus Person. His Minecraft name is Notch. He has a brother whose Minecraft name is Herobrine, but that is just a myth.

Minecraft was created in 2009. Mojang was the first company to release Minecraft, then 4j studios. 4j studios made the console edition. Mojang made the PC edition and the pocket Edition.

In Minecraft, EVERYTHING is made out of 3-D cubes, fences, flowers and stairs.

Today, Minecraft is a big hit and almost 50 YouTube channels play and review the game. It is played in 12 countries.
All sorts of people are still making mods for PC edition today.

This is a diamond pickaxe

These are some mobs. They only come out at night in easy, normal, and hard. Some mobs catch fire during the day. Zombies and Skeletons do this. Mobs like Endermen, Creepers, Spiders and Spider-Jockeys stay out during the day. In mods, mobs can be introduced in download. Such as ‘Weird Mobs’.

I hope you enjoyed this Minecraft review. Go and download the game and let your imagination run wild!!!!!

By Molly Dennison
THE AMAZING WORLD OF GUMBALL

IS THE BEST SHOW EVER.
IS THE BEST SHOW EVER…

YESSSSSSSSSSSSS… there is Anais Rabbit, Girl Gumball, Cat boy, Darwin Fish Boy Nicole Cat Woman and Richard Bunny Man.

THE SHOW IS ABOUT GUMBALL THAT DOES DUMB THINGS THAT ARE FUNNY. IN ELMORE THERES TINA REX, BANANA GUY, TOAST GUY, POTATO GUY PEANUT GIRL, PAPER BEAR GIRL, CLAY GUY ETC WEIRD THINGS HAPPEN SO MUCH WEIRD STUFF YES…. IT’S WEIRD

BY MENA CASEY 😊
Pokemon Review

Pokemon is a game where you catch creatures called Pokemon in devices called Pokeballs. These Pokeballs are red on the top and white on the bottom. The first Pokemon games were made in 1995. Pokemon also has a TV show. Pokemon is very famous because it also has a card game and almost everyone knows about it! The pokemon games, cards, and TV show are still being made today!

There are 3 Pokemon you can choose from at the start of your game, a water type, a fire type, and a grass type. There are other types such as poison type, fairy type, and dark type. There are more, of course. There are 6 generations of Pokemon, red and blue are the first, then gold and silver, after that is ruby and sapphire, 4th is diamond and pearl, next is black and white, the most recent is Pokemon x and y. Soon we will have Pokemon sun and moon, with new starters, new features and a new region!
Fiction/Adverts

Fiction Stories
Fake Adverts
Made up News Reports
A Whole Bunch of fun

By Isabelle Blogg, Henry Goldsmith and Bastian Morcombe.
Sushi sushi on the plate,
I’m gonna use you as fish bait,
Tiny pieces of salmon in the roll,
Yucky smelly rice in the bowl,
Eew avocado mixed with mould,
Cramped into sushi to make it cold,
I mean, who eats sushi sometimes it’s yellow,
And you’re wrong if you said that it tastes like marsh mellow,
I hope you can see that I hate this destruction,
And now to continue with my construction

By Isabelle Blogg
Hi, my name’s Samantha.
I’m a bit shy so that’s why I decided to start a
Diary. I live in an abandoned land because of a
tsunami that hit 10 years ago. I’ll tell you about it
later but first I need to find some food…

Hello again. Well where was I. Ah yes, so the tsunami.

I was living in a beautiful town called Horse town. It
Had so many horses (coincidence) it had a whole building
full of horses. Both my mother and father worked as
teachers and my big sister was just moving out
before the tsunami. I never knew what happened to Emily
(my sister) but I hope she got away in time. I don’t think my parents
made it though.

I was playing with my best friend, Sophie in the horse building when I
heard a startling cry. “Samantha! Are you in there?!?” It sounded like
Chloe. I was a bit worried because of the way she yelled.
It was sort of a nervous voice. I ran outside but there was no one
there. “Chloe? Is that you?” I yelled. Complete silence. Then I heard
another sound. “Aghhhhhhhhh!” I rushed inside and sure enough there at
the top of the stairs was Sophie, staring at a horse I had never seen before
but I had no idea why Sophie screamed because the horse wasn’t scary in
any way. “Aghhhhh! I-It spoke!” screamed Sophie.
“Don’t be stupid. Of course it didn’t.”
“Believe your friend. I did talk.” Said the horse.
“Aghhhhhhh!” I screamed.
“What do you want?”
“I decided to inform you that there is a big tsunami coming.”
Replied the horse.
“But since you are being so rude I will not.” said the horse.
He walked away to play with some of his horse friends.
“What’s a tsunami?” asked Sophie.
“A tsunami is a big wave that wipes out a lot of people.” I replied
So we ran all the way home.

“Mum! Where are you!”
She had already left home. Someone else must have warned her.
I was so confused because I thought mum had died but here she is now sitting next to me along with my dad who I am also sitting next to right now. At the start of the story I said that they were dead just to make you sad but then I felt bad about it so I told you the truth.

Anyway, so I ran around the house looking for my family but I couldn’t find anyone. I ran back outside and heard a big rumble. It sounded like the horses had gotten out. I was right. All the horses had been set free by someone or something. They were running as fast as they could because of the massive wave that was chasing them all toward the town hall. My mouth dropped, I was frozen in fear I couldn’t move but I had the sudden urge to get away from the tsunami and tell everyone that the tsunami was coming. I darted to the town hall, faster than I’d ever run. It was pretty scary, considering I was only nine years old, but I dealt with it pretty well. When I got there I couldn’t find anyone. It’s like everyone already knew that the tsunami was coming. But how? I thought the horse only warned us. I ran to Sophie’s house and banged on the door has hard as I could. Sophie answered the door. “Everyone’s gone!” she whined. “Couldn’t our parents have picked us up first?”

“Yes, that would have been appropriate but we don’t have time to whinge. We must get to the next town!” I replied in a heroic voice. “Let’s get out of here!” we both screamed together.

We ran as fast as we could all the way to the petrol station. But still no one was to be found. We ran inside because we were hungry. We stole a few chocolates and the alarm went off. “Agggggghhhhhhhhh! I don’t want to go to jail!” screamed Sophie.

“We aren’t going to get arrested.” I said “There’s no one in the town.” (By the way, if you’re wondering why we are stopping at the petrol station, for food, while a highly dangerous tsunami is coming it is because it is being slow while coming up the giant hill.) Any way We kept running as fast as we could. We came to the Johnston River. “We have to go down the waterfall.” I said. So we jumped. I couldn’t hear Sophie screaming but I knew she was. My ears were ringing because of the high pitch crying sound she had made before. We landed in the water. I was so happy we had landed safely.

I looked up and there standing on the edge of the river was my parents. I couldn’t believe what I was seeing. But then a massive rumble. We all ran for our lives. And the tsunami went right in the river and just kept flowing.

That’s how we ended up here. I still have a family and a new sister (who used to be my best friend.) I hope I can tell you another story sometime but right now I have to eat. Good bye.
Buy this new Non-Freezable Freezer. It will not freeze your food. If you put your food in this machine it will go nice and mouldy. This is what some other people think about it;

Thomas- ‘Top of the range, absolutely brilliant quality.’
Angus- ‘I use it more often than my bed’
Noah- ‘It leaves my food just like I want it (nice and mouldy)!
Bastian- ‘I don’t want one.’
Tully- ‘It is good workmanship making it not freeze’
Kiya- I really like it, I use it every day

BUY ONE NOW!
The Magic Island

Long ago, a young man named Tom was on a tropical, deserted island with no one at all. He was the only survivor from the latest ship wreck. The ship sank 2 days ago and Tom was still finding it hard to survive.

The next day, Tom was walking along the coast of the island taking in the smells of the salty water lake when he heard rustling in the bush. ‘Who’s there?’ Tom yelled. Tom started to chase the rustling in the bush. He ran through the bush desperately trying to chase this thing. Tom kept running until he reached the end of the island. He stopped to take a breath when he heard a voice. ‘Hallo’ What was that?, Tom thought. Tom decided to not chase the voice and make his way through the bush and back to his hut on the beach. Tom went to bed without dinner but he could sleep because he was thinking about the voice that he heard on the beach. Finally Tom fell asleep. When he woke up he was face to face with a jokers face. ‘Arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr’ Tom screamed and screamed, He also poked himself because he thought it was a dream, but it was not. The scary looking joker lifted Tom off the ground and stood him up. The joker said in an exited voice ‘I will grant you 3 wishes. They cannot be people or any rubbish like that, it has to be a thing. Tom thought very hard until he came to his final decision ‘I am going to get a knife, a tent and a little raft.’

‘OK’ the joker replied. And with a click of his fingers the raft, a fishing rod, and a knife appeared right next to him. Tom could not say thank you because the joker was gone so fast. He felt bad leaving the Joker without saying anything, except what he wanted to the joker.

After that big piece of luck, Tom got on his boat and paddled himself about 100metres out when a storm came raging in. Big waves crashed on the boat, lightning and thunder bashed into the ocean. The only thing Tom could do was hide under the boats cover and pray. The waves kept crashing but somehow the boat didn’t break. The smell of the salt dwelled with the sound of the soaring wind blowing against the boat.

One day later the waves had calmed down a little bit, so Tom pulled out his fishing rod that the joker gave him. After a few minutes he had hooked something he slowly started pulling it in. Finally Tom had got the fish on the boat. It was ginormous salmon. Tom got its head off so it was kind of edible. At night time Tom ate one quarter of the fish and saved the rest for another time. In the morning Tom was now thirsty! What on earth was he going to do- no water and he was way too unhealthy. Tom suddenly fell asleep, was he dead????

12 hours later Tom woke up, but he was not on his boat he was on whales back and jumping through the ocean smoothly. Tom was scared, amazed and mind blown but most of all curious. Where was he going, why was he on a whales back and why is he breathing under water? Minutes later he was dropped by the whale and he was by himself in the cold blue ocean. Tom swam up and up, Tom could hear noises of shouting and laughing. Where was he? Tom reached the top of the ocean he saw a huge bridge, an opera house and thousands of people.

Tom was in Sydney!!
One day, Silly Strawberry and Angry Apple woke up from a good night sleep, when…. Angry Apple’s wife Young Joanna was missing from their home in the Swiss Alps. Strawberry and Apple rolled up and down the mountains to find Joanna, until they came to the Big Lake. But the two of them kept swimming and swimming into the cold, smooth lake until they were so sore and tired they swam to the edge and fell asleep. When they got up they just kept on swimming until they came to a huge castle, about 6 stories tall and with a marvellous garden with a great entrance.

‘STOP, what brings you here’ shouted the guard. ‘We are here to find and retrieve Joanna’. Said Angry Apple

So the guard walked with the Apple and Strawberry, into the princess’s room where they found Young Joanna. Joanna looked happier than ever. Strawberry got in a lengthy conversation with Strawberry, until Joanna ordered Strawberry and Apple over onto his plate. Strawberry and Apple came on top of the table and on his plate as she said, and with one big bite Joanna ate them both up!

YYYYYUUUUUMMMMMMMMM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

BY HENRY GOLDSMITH
Buy our all new twig of the year. It is the twiggiest twig of all the twiggy twigs. It’s very twiggy. Our costumers think this twiggy twig is very fantastic. Here is what the twiggy twig fanatics said-

Thomas- I’m a twig!
Angus- Twiggalicious.
Noah- Mmm tastes like twig!
Henry- The twig is nice and brown.
Tully- **TWIG!**
Kiya- It’s a good poking stick.
Hello and welcome to Groove news, we have had a disaster occur in Albany, WA, when a new soft drink was released called VB, standing for Very Bad. News reporters have called it ‘Diabetes in a can’ since it has 350 tea spoons of sugar and lots of fat. “I can’t believe they released this evil virus on our town.” Said Gregory Hinton, after the tragic incident of his son being raced to hospital because he drank a tiny bit of VB. “VB is so toxic that it melted a hole in his tongue”, said Nurse Jessica McAlister after a very serious operation. This product is now banned from all stores in Albany and hopefully never seen again.

Article by
Bastian Morcombe
Man Drops Pen

Hello and welcome back to the Groove news. This week we have a sad report of when Bob Jeffries knocked his pen off the side of his work desk at Jeffries INC. This all started when, at 8:33am, Mr Jeffries reached out for his cup of coffee and knocked his pen off the side of his desk with his elbow. Then he went into a stress fit and didn’t know what to do, but after about 12.3 seconds he came to a decision of jumping out the window of the 5th floor shouting “You’ll never catch me alive!”

All the other workers stressed and evacuated the building. “I was in an 8 meter radius of the pen when ‘it’ happened.” said Jamie Schweinsteiger. Once all the workers were outside the building, Kathy Adverserson called the military service which arrived immediately. Then the military service sent in a bomb disarming robot to receive the pen and burn it. The bomb disarming robot unfortunately did not achieve that after it broke down on the 2nd floor. The military service sent in another robot that did way better but unfortunately self-destructed because of all the pressure and blew up the whole building.

Article by Bastian Morcombe
This whip cream chocolate bar will help you on a healthy…ish start to your heart attack filled day. Here are what some buyers thought-

**Thomas**- It gets me to my 1 000 000 calories a day target.

**Angus**- It’s a great energy boost; it almost killed me, literally.

**Noah**- Tastes like diabetes… mm tasty.

**Henry**- A nice and healthy 500 000 calorie treat to make my day.

**Tully**- It is nice because of the depth of sugar and texture of preservatives.

**Kiya**- It gets me nice and energetic for my orange peeling classes.
Sports News

Contents:
- Olympics
- Eagles Cup
- Cross Country
- Soccer Report

By Thomas, Angus, Noah and kiya.
**Venue:** Beale Park, Corner Hamilton Road & Spearwood Ave, Spearwood.

**Dates:** 26th of September to 30th of September.

Little Grove had great success in the Country Week trials this year with six children from the under 12’s Little Grove team being chosen for country week, they are the following: Tully Kneebone-Franklin, Henry Goldsmith, Harry Knowlson, Bastian Morcombe, Thomas Musk and Noah Sheehy. We hope all of them keep on training hard to help them come back with a medal in September.

**Under 11’s Boys Gold:** Edward BELL, Tully KNEEBONE-FRANKLIN, Henry GOLDSMITH, George HODGKINSON, Harry KNOWLSON, Bastian MORCOMBE, Thomas MUSK, Escher NASH, Luca TRICHILO, Matthew WALMSLEY and Jordan WHITE.

**Coach:** Jamie KNOWLSON

**Under 11’s Boys Green:** Dylan ATTRILL, Zachary CASH, Brad COPELAND, Zachary JONES, Mitchell MANERA, Levi MASIH, Renoir NASH, Arlen PENS, Nathan ROGOZINSKI, Noah SHEEHY and Leif WHITE.

**Coach:** Enzo MANERA
INTERSCHOOL CROSS COUNTRY 2016

On June the 21st 40 of the best cross-country runners in Little Grove competed in the interschool cross-country. There were about 320 competitors who competed in eight races throughout the day. The year 3’s and 4’s ran 1500m and the year 5’s and 6’s ran 2000m.

In the first race of the day the year 3 girls including Leisel, Alice, Lily, Amelia and Michaela. Leisel did amazingly well in her run and she came second place. After the race finished Charlie, Remy, Finley, Brock and Declan raced in the year 3 boys’ race. Later in the morning the year 4 girls competed in their race, the competitors from Little Grove included Romy, Sienna, Christa, Sammi and Molly. Romy competed extremely well and picked up a silver medal. In the fourth race of the day Harvey, Hamish, Riley, Xavier and Jett ran in the year 4 boys’ race, all of the 5 runners did very well.

Coco, Mikayla, Lily, Lily-Belle and Mackenzie competed in the year 5 girls’ race, Coco achieved Little Grove’s third medal of the day as the came third in an extremely close race. The year 5 boys’ including Harry, Toby, Jack, Cooper and Billy raced in an extremely competitive race. Harry was neck and neck with his opponent that was right behind him and in the end finished first less than a second in front of the other competitor as Harry picked up Little Grove’s first gold medal of the day. The year 6 girls’ race including Mya, Jasmin, Abby, Ila and Katey ran in the third 2000 metre event of the day as all of the five Little Grove runners competed strongly. In the last race of the day Thomas, Henry, Jack, Angus and Bastian ran in an extremely tight race and with Jack finishing very strongly, coming third and picking up Little Grove’s fifth medal of the day. Also in this race all five of the runners finished in the top eleven.

Little Grove picked up five medals and came fourth in the handicap and fifth overall with Denmark winning overall and Mt. Lockyer winning the handicap.
Games of the Season

Round 1 under 12’s Game Review vs. ACC Southlands:
In Little Grove’s first game this season playing on the new pitches they versed ACC Southlands with Jack Day captaining and Mya Oreo in vice-captain. In the first half of the first half it was quite congested but Little Grove managed to score two goals, the first to Henry Goldsmith and the second a short while after to Noah Sheehy. In the second half of the first half the play opened up for Little Grove as Henry and Noah scored once more to make the score line four nil at half time. In the second half Little Grove dominated play but couldn’t score, later in the half ACC Southlands struck back with a cheeky chip over the goalkeeper’s head. After that Thomas Musk and Jack Day both scored goals and Thomas later scored two goals to complete his hat-trick. At the end of the game the score line was 8-1 to Little Grove.

Round 2 under 12’s Game Review vs. John Calvin:
Third placed Little Grove faced the top of the ladder John Calvin with Mya Oreo captain and Henry Goldsmith vice-captaining. In the first half Little Grove found themselves two goals down after two well-classed goals by John Calvin. In the second half Little Grove dominated the play and Jack Day scored a goal. Later in the half with about 10 minutes to Little Grove surged into their attacking half and Jack Day scored his second goal to level the scores. At the end of the game Little Grove drew to John Calvin 2-2.

Round 5 under 12’s Game Review vs. Flinders Park:
As Little Grove went up to the top of the ladder they versed the equal placed Flinders Park. Falen Robinson was captain and Noah Sheehy was vice-captain. Little Grove fought hard against a strong Flinders team but after a collapse in the Flinders Park defence Thomas Musk took a rebound chip shot from outside of the box to give Little Grove the first half lead. In the second half Henry Goldsmith scored a goal off the goalie directly from a corner and that started Little Groves dominance as Bastian Morcombe scored two goals, Jack Day scored two goals and Harry Knowlson scored a well classed goal from outside of the box. Little Grove continued their unbeaten run as they won 7-0.

Round 6 under 12’s Game Review vs. St Josephs:
As Little Grove versed St Josephs there was a bit of sledging going on before the game between the players and with the St Josephs coach. Noah Sheehy was captain and Cameron Lea was vice-captain. The game started off evenly matched between the two teams but Little Grove scored a goal that sparked controversy for the offside rule but Noah Sheehy kept his cool and struck the ball into the back of the net. In the second half it was deeply dominated by Little Grove as Henry Goldsmith netted two more goals and Jack Day added another
goal to his tally. In the end of the game Little Grove won 4-0, extended their winning run to four games and kept their top of the table position intact.

Round 7 under 12’s Game Review vs. G.S.Grammar
The unbeaten Little Grove side versed their equally placed opponents Great Southern Grammar. Cameron Lea was captain and Thomas Musk was vice-captain. Little Grove bossed the first half of the first half and had many opportunities to score a goal and converted two goals, one by Noah Sheehy and one by Jack Day. At the very end of the first half Grammar scored a goal and Little Grove finished the half with their heads down. In the second half Little Grove couldn’t keep possession and Grammar scored two goals. At the end of the game Great Southern Grammar won 3-2 over Little Grove.

It is coming to the end of the season and Little Grove are looking like reaching the finals so feel free to come along to the North Road soccer fields at 9am with their games going for around 60 minutes. Look out for the Little Grove soccer shirts shown below.
Cross Country

**Winners:**
- **Yr6boys:** Thomas Musk
- **Yr6girls:** Mya Oreo
- **Yr5Boys:** Harry Knowlson
- **Yr5girls:** Coco Johnston
- **Yr4boys:** Harvey Taylor
- **Yr4girls:** Romy Duffield
- **Yr3boys:** Charlie Anning
- **Yr3girls:** Lily Johnston

**Factions**
- Gold
- Blue
- Red

**Most improved:**
The most improved was probably Billy Marshall who is in gold faction. He thrashed his time by 3 minutes and came 5\text{th}.
Billy has made the interschool team for year 5 boys along with Harry Knowlson, who came 1\text{st}, 2\text{nd} was Jack Bradshaw, 3\text{rd} was Cooper Sandy and 4\text{th} was Toby Ryan.
According to the chart on the senior prac window these people are in the interschool’s in that order.

**Winning faction:**
The winning faction for the 2016 faction cross country was Blue who won by 1 point. If gold had won another race they would have come first and would have left blue with a 2\text{nd} place ribbon.

Finally would like to congratulate all the competitors who ran in the faction cross country.😊
Q- What do you believe are the team’s goals?
A- To understand the games nature have fun and to improve ladder wise.

Q- Who are our fast improvers?
A- Everyone is improving fast and getting better.

Q- Who are becoming leaders?
A- The current leaders of the team and Falen, Ben, Cooper, Xavier and Harvey.

Q- What are the team’s advantages?
A- Tactical advantages, Flexible positions, knowing each other’s strong points, putting in 100% effort.
Little Grove’s 2016 Mini Olympics will take place every Friday lunch time starting mid-term 4. It includes discus (Frisbee), 400m walk, 50, 20 and 100m sprint, Grass flags and many more. Competing is compulsory. This will be for year 5/6’s only.

Every one competing will be put into different but fair countries (groups). The point system in a race will work like this:

- 1st place - 10 points
- 2nd place - 8 points
- 3rd place - 6 points
- 4th place - 4 points
- 5th place - 2 points
- Participated - 1 point

Each year level will have their own special event that will be separate to the main events (e.g. Year 5 - the sack race)

These will be:
- Year 5 - Backwards 100m sprint
- Year 6 - 100m skip (no rope)

The special events point system will stay the same as the main events.
Olympic Profiles

Cameron MacEvoy

Coming 2\textsuperscript{nd} place in the 100m freestyle, 22 year old, gold coast swimmer Cameron MacEvoy had almost a guaranteed spot in the Rio Olympics 2016. Breaking the commonwealth and Australian record for the 100m freestyle, he will definitely be someone going for gold.

Alex Hartmann

After competing in the 4x100m relay at Glasgow in the 2012 Olympics, Australian sprinter Alex Hartmann ran an amazing 200m sprint qualifying for the Olympic men’s 200m and men’s 4x100m sprints (with times of 20.45 for his 200 and a 39.92 for the relay)

Ryan Bailie

25 year old triathlon runner claimed 18 and 19 year old titles in 2009 at the World Championship for the normal distances. Ryan Bailie said that he loved being under the pressure, saying that it might have been the reason he goes so fast.
EAGLES CUP 2016

2016 By Kiya Jellay

Captains: Jack Day and Kiya Jellay

1st Game Spencer Park vs. Little Grove
The eagle cup first game for Little Grove was a win over Spencer Park by 4 goals with the back line getting it out quickly to the forwards. The first goal was kicked by Kiya Jellay. Henry kicked a massive goal in the second quarter from the centre half forward line.

2nd Game Denmark vs. Little Grove
An unfortunate loss for Little Grove, with Little Grove only scoring 3 goals 2 points and Denmark kicking 8 goals and 5 points. Kiya Jellay scored the first goal and Jack Day kicked 1 point but came back to kick 2 goals.

3rd Game Little Grove vs. Mount Lockyer
An even game for Little Grove with a tight score. Mount Locker just in front by 2 goals. Noah Sheehy kicked a great goal in the first minute of the game. He was going to kick his second goal but Kiya Jellay marked it on the line and kicked the goal. Tully Kneebone Franklin kicked an awesome goal, assisted by Thomas Musk.

4th Game Little Grove vs. Yakamia
The game was cancelled due to bad weather so Little Grove and Yakamia cancelled the game, sharing equal points.

5th Game Albany PS vs. Little Grove
A great win for Little Grove, the winning score was 5 goals and 5 behinds for Little Grove. 1 goal and 3 behinds for Albany PS. Our first goal was kicked by Jack Day. Bastien Morcombe kicked the second goal for Little Grove with a small snap kick. Kiya Jellay kicked a fluke goal rolling through the goal square. Bastain kicked an awesome goal in the last quarter from the forward pocket.
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Community Outdoor Classroom, 
Bush Tucker Garden and Nature Play Area Project.

Written by Mr Martin

As part of Little Grove Primary School’s Business Plan 2016-2018 in the focus area of Sustainable Learning Environment, we are planning to construct in stages an outdoor classroom/cultural learning centre, nature play area and bush tucker garden. This will be located on the northern side of our basketball courts/play cave, adjacent to the school oval. Thanks to one of our parents, Dana Neumann, who is a landscape Architect, we have preliminary designs for this project. Using P&C fundraising and future grant money, we plan on constructing this in stages over the next 3 to 5 years. This space is intended to be a multipurpose school and community space where families can access it freely after school or on weekends for play, picnics, cultural learning and community or family events. It will be used in school time for outdoor learning in Science, Maths, Aboriginal Education, nature play and integrated into our Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden program.

This project is divided into three main stages. The first stage closest to the school will be a nature play area based on a rocky creek bed, where you use hand pumps and levers to control the flow of water along a rocky creek bed. Some rocks have already been sourced and are waiting near this area for placement. A timber decked path with bridge over this area to the outdoor learning space/classroom. This water course play area will be paved from river rocks, fallen logs and quarry cut Rock Mountains. This area will have two playground pumps situated at each end of the water course and a number of retaining weirs placed at intervals along the water course for children to manipulate the water flow. This area will also include mud play zones and native plantings with paperbark trees. Water play is an important play opportunity; it encourages team building and communication as well as helps children to learn about science and innovation.
The second stage or area will be an outdoor learning space / cultural learning centre. This will consist of a new shelter and raised deck area and will be an integral part of the bush tucker garden. This structure will enable teachers and educators to hold classes outdoors, covered in 3 sides by a simple structure and pergola over. This area will be used by the school for outdoor learning classes with information boards, whiteboard and bench seating for students. The information boards will provide information on native flora and fauna, aboriginal history and links to Princess Royal Harbour. This structure will overlook a Sandalwood, Quantong and Desert Lime tree orchard with seating and a lawn area linking into the school oval. On the most northern side of this area, will be the third stage or area, a bush tucker garden with a series of beds at different heights for the propagation of bush tucker plants. Surrounding these beds will be paved paths and sculptures or bush cubbies. This area will also link into existing or new earth or crushed limestone paths through the nature reserve adjoining the school were children and adults can wander along the paths to identify local/indigenous plants and animals using interpretive signage. The interpretive signs will have QR codes that people can use their mobile devices to scan and find out further information linked to the school’s website.

This project is very much designed to be a combined P&C/community/school project over a number of years utilising local businesses, community groups and the local area residents. The area will help promote and encourage indigenous culture, traditions and heritage along with opportunities for students to cultivate common bush foods to be used in the school’s existing Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program.

This new area is very much designed to be used all year round, in school time and after hours by the whole community. It will foster and encourage respect for our natural environment, preserving our indigenous flora and fauna, educating the community on using bush tucker foods, building respect and resilience through nature play and fostering community spirit with this highly utilised area.

Mr Darryn Martin
Ms Julianne Dwyer
Principal P&C President
Basic Gnocchi

Written by Isabella Day-Swain

**Equipment**
- Measuring scales
- Spoons
- Big pot with lid
- Large bowl
- kneading
- Potato masher
- Tea towel
- Chopping board
- Kitchen knife
- Baking trey

**Ingredients**
- 1kg potatoes
- 350g plain flour
- 1 egg
- extra flour for
- 1 tablespoon of salt

**What to do:**
- Wash the potatoes and boil them in their skin for 35 minutes until soft. Allow to cool slightly before peeling.

**To make the gnocchi:**
- In a large bowl, mash potatoes until smooth. You can mash through a ricer or moduli to achieve even texture. Don’t over mash the potatoes or it will become to gluey and your gnocchi won’t be light.
- Pour flour over a clean bench and empty the mash potatoes over the flour. Add an egg.
- Knead the mixture until soft dough forms. You may need more flour to stop the mixture sticking to the surface.
Basic Egg Noodles

Written by Ila Mabbs, Taken by the kitchen garden program syllabus

**Equipment:**
- Metric measuring scales
- Sifter
- Large bowl
- Pasta machine with noodle Cutter attachment.

**ingredients:**
- 1 teaspoon bicarbonate soda
- 1 and half teaspoons salt
- plain wheat flour (double the weight of the eggs in (In their shell))
- 2 eggs in their shells
- Corn flour for dusting

**What to do:**
- Weigh the eggs to determine how much flour to use.
- Sift the bi-carb, salt and flour into a large bowl.
- Break the eggs into the flour and knead until the dough is smooth.

**To make the noodles:**
- Divide the pasta into four balls.
- Clear a large space on the table alongside the pasta machine makes sure the surface is very clean and dry.
- Shape the dough into a round ball and press it down on the board to flatten it. Fold in both sides roughly in thirds to make a rectangle about 8cm wide with folded sides. Sprinkle with corn flour on both sides. The dough can be quite dry at first, but keep working it and be very careful with sprinkling flour.
- Set the rollers on the pasta machine to the widest setting and pass the folded dough through. Keep it aligned so that the fold run vertically up the rectangle as you pass the dough through.
- Change the pasta machine to a noodle setting attachment and pass your dough through it.
- Change the pasta machine to a noodle setting attachment and pass your dough through it.
- Let your long, thin strands dry on a tea towel while you pass the other batches through.
Groovy Grover’s

We have a new groovy grover system this year. Each faction will receive extra play at lunch on Monday if they reach 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800 or 900 groovy grovers. When a faction reaches 1000 the whole faction will get a sausage sizzle. If you go up 100 groovy grovers every week you will get an extra play. If the faction reaches 2000 you will get a movie afternoon. When you get a day of fun activities. Towards the end of last year some groovy grover signs went up around the school demonstrating what the right thing to do is. In the junior and senior block there are three tubs; a blue, red and gold one. If you get a Groovy Grover remember to circle your faction and put it in the right coloured tub.

Written by Isabella Day-Swain
# L.G.P.S Canteen

## The BIG Bite

Little Grove Primary School Canteen
Manager: Jo McIver
9844 5908 work - 9844 4312 home
joan.mclennan@bigpond.com
Menu effective from 26th April 2016

## Winter Menu

Open: Wednesdays & Fridays

All food available these days

Items marked with * are Green on the Traffic Light System.
All other items are Amber
(see over for more details)

### WRAP & ROLL BAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wrap</th>
<th>Roll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuna</td>
<td>$3.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuna &amp; Salad</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham (97% fat free)</td>
<td>$3.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham &amp; Salad</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham &amp; Cheese</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham, Cheese &amp; Tomato</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>$3.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken &amp; Salad</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken &amp; Cheese</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>$3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese &amp; Salad</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese &amp; Tomato</td>
<td>$3.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain Egg or Curried Egg</td>
<td>$3.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain/Curried Egg (with Lettuce)</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegemite</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Wraps and Rolls available in white only

**PLEASE ADVISE IF PREFERRED ON LUNCH ORDER**

### BURGERS

- **YUMBO** - Ham, Cheese........................................... $4.50
- **BIG MONSTER BURGER (BMB)** All $5.50
- Chicken -
  - Cheese, lettuce, carrot, cucumber, tomato, beetroot, mayo
- Beef -
  - Cheese, lettuce, carrot, cucumber, tomato, beetroot, tomato sauce
- Fish -
  - Cheese, lettuce, carrot, cucumber, tomato, beetroot, mayo

* Bun available in white only

### PLATTERS

- **SALAD** ......................................................... $3.50
- **MINI SALAD** .................................................. $2.00
- **CHICKEN & SALAD** ......................................... $4.60
- **HAM & SALAD** ............................................... $4.60

Salads consist of Carrot, Lettuce, Cucumber, Tomato, Cheese, Beetroot

* Egg extra 60 cents for whole

### PASTRIES / HOT FOOD

- Chicken Tender (max. order of 1) .............................................. each $2.00
- Chicken Tender & Chips .................................................... $4.00
- Chicken Tender & Chips, Salad & Apple MEAL + ...................... $6.50
- Nachos & Corn Chips ....................................................... $4.50
- Lite Party Pie (max. order of 3) ........................................... each $1.20
- Mrs Mac’s Sausage Roll .................................................... $6.00
- Pizza Single (Bacon and Cheese) ........................................... $4.00
- Macaroni & Cheese (Vegetarian) ........................................... $4.00
- Fried Rice (Gluten Free) + ................................................. $4.00
- Sauce ................................................................. $0.50

### DRINKS

- Juice Box 200ml (Tropical, Orange, Apple) ............... $1.50
- LOL (various flavours) 300ml ........................................... $2.70
- Spring Water 600ml + ................................................... $1.20
- Milk (Plain) 200ml + ...................................................... $2.00
- Milk (Choc, Choc Mint, Strawberry) 300ml + ................. $2.70
- MILO (necessity only) + .................................................... $1.50

### ICE-CREAMS - Available at lunch time only

- Paddle Pop (various flavours) ........................................... $1.50
- Fandango ............................................................... $1.50
- Vanilla Bucket (Lite) + - Gluten Free ................................ $1.50
- Frozen Fruit Stick ....................................................... $8.00
- - Half Size, ............................................................... $4.00

### MEAL & DRINK DEAL

- Big Monster Burger & LOL ............................................ $8.00
- Chicken Tender, Chips & LOL ......................................... $6.50
- Mrs Mac’s Sausage Roll & Flavoured Milk .................... $5.30
- Pizza Single & Juice Box ............................................. $5.30
What’s happening
Written by Isabella Day-Swain

Centre 1
Centre one has been recycling all the class recycling boxes and went on an excursion to the waste management centre. They have been doing lots of reading eggs and learning phonics.

Centre 2
Centre two built a road out of bricks, houses out of blocks and play dough, built a pirate ship out of cardboard and used sticks for fishing rods. They have started doing brain gym for 15mins per day and have to be quiet and let their brains think. In literacy they have been reading “The Three Little Pigs”.

Room 2
Room two have been preparing and are ready to write a traditional Aboriginal story. They have been graphing their families and the most popular colour for teacher’s cars. In spelling Mr Corson has used the “sword of spelling” a couple of times.

Room 3
Room three have been learning about sea creatures and their habitats. They have made a 3D paper mashé. The year ones have been learning how to add while the year twos have been learning their times tables.
Room 5/6
Room five/six have read two David William books Mr Stink, Gangster Granny and watched the DVD, they are now reading Molly Moon. In science they have been learning about food chains. They have been practicing the art of relaxation and meditation.

Room 7
Room seven have been practicing lots of spelling and hand-writing. They have been to an aboriginal talk by ‘Wild Man’. Room seven have also been experimenting with pattern blocks in geometry.

Room 8
Room eight have been dissecting fish and cockle sampling in science. In poetry room eight have been learning how to write a concrete poem. They have also been practicing lots of hand-writing.

Room 10
Room ten have been learning about sustainability and have been focusing on reducing waste. In writing they have been learning about Aboriginal myths and the rainbow serpent. They have also been writing different types of poetry.

Canteen
Jo is the L.G.P.S canteen manager and has been working there for 5.5 years. Jo enjoys working with kids and the different volunteers each week and she has no intention of leaving. One of the hopes for the future for Jo is to get more volunteers.
Science

- Mind tricks.
- Natural disasters.
- Fun science experiments to try at home.

by Billy and Tully
Fun Experiments
To try at home

How to make a parachute
What will you need: plastic bag, scissors, string and a small object to way it down.

Instructions:
1. Cut out a large square from your plastic bag or material.
2. Trim the edges so it looks like an octagon.
3. Cut a small whole near the edge of each side.
4. Attach 8 pieces of string of the same length to each of the holes.
5. Tie the pieces of string to the object you are using as a weight.
6. Use a chair or find a high spot to drop your parachute and test how well it worked, remember that you want it to drop as slow as possible.

Invisible ink
What will you need: water, half a lemon, bowl, cotton bud, white paper and lamp.

Instructions:
1. Squeeze the lemon into a bowl and a few drops of water.
2. Mix the water and lemon juice with a spoon.
3. Dip the cotton bud into the mixture and write your message on the paper.
4. Wait for the juice to dry so you can’t see it.
5. When it is dry hold it up to the light to heat it up and show it to someone.

Tornado in a bottle
What will you need: Water, plastic bottle, Glitter Dish, washing liquid.

Instructions:
1. Fill the bottle with water until it gets to the three quarters full.
2. Put a few drops of dishwashing liquid in the bottle
3. Put in a few pinches of glitter 4.Put the cap on tightly.
4. Turn the bottle upside down and hold it by the top. Quickly spin the bottle in a circular for a few seconds.

For more fun experiments look up this website.
http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/experiments.html
MIND TRICKS
(TO TRY AT HOME)

1. Nodding at the same time as you ask a question makes the person more likely to say yes.
2. When high-fiving, look at the person elbow and you’ll never miss.
3. If you have a song stuck in your head that you can’t get it out, think of the end of the song.
4. When you are arguing use silence to your to help you win the argument. Most people will be with silence and will often try and break it.
5. If you are playing a game with someone, ask them how they are playing so well.
6. If you want someone to mess up while counting. Start counting in a pattern instead of random so there brain caches onto the pattern.
7. Whisper something to someone and they are almost certain to answer.
8. Ask people to spell shop and then say it and then immediately ask what do you do at a green light
9. Look at the persons hair line while they talk to you and they will feel uncomfortable
Tsunamis

A tsunami is a giant wave that is caused by the tectonic plates clashing underwater causing an undersea earthquake. Another way for a tsunami to form is by a volcano on land or off land to erupt causing a tsunami to form. Once a tsunami forms it will head for anywhere possible within range once it hits a populated area for example Tokyo in Japan it will destroy anything in its path.

During the year 2004 a giant tsunami hit many different destinations like Sumatra in Indonesia. What is even more amazing about this wave of force it happened on Boxing Day and it was 100ft high (30 meters) and it occurred at 7:58am. Many other tsunamis have happened but not all volcanos cause tsunamis, inland volcanos don’t cause tsunamis.

Tornados

A tornado is a funnel that reaches from the ground to the cloud and violently absorbs most things in its path. Most tornados form in an area called tornado alley in America. In tornado alley the temperatures are perfect to cause a tornado at any second. A tornado is formed when warm, moist air reaches and meets cold dense air.

There’s a tornado called ‘Palm Sunday Tornado or PST’ It happened in six different places. Their names are Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and Lowa in America. It was actually two or twin tornados both because they were formed at the same time.
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